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We cannot fix a broken system with broken tools, bad bosses, inferior materials,
co-opted workers and corrupt corporate leaders and federal politicians says Richland
Center progressive. We need to think bigger.

  

  

RICHLAND CENTER, WI - Setting aside the pain and suffering of the infected for a moment,
this pandemic is pulling back the curtain on the fragility, corruption and venality of the
economic/political system of Trump’s “greatest country on earth.”

  

Trump says yah, sure, some of those commies and socialists had better resources and quicker
responses - So What? We have better bombers!

  

We have planes that work half the time and Congress wants to buy more of them! Over 120
Dems and Republicans urge the military buy 24% more F35 fighters than it requested. $80
million each in the midst of the virus crisis! F-35 cost $1 Trillion to develop so far, fly only half
the time the rest being sidelined with mechanical problems.
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Yet America’s leaders have known about the coronavirus for 5 months and they cannot figureout how to make enough $25,000 ventilators for our hospitals!  The fact that the biggest, most capitalized corporations go broke shortly after a natural disasterimplies they’ll go bankrupt again after the next disaster. The feds prop them up, instead ofallowing those corporations to fail as Trump’s dogma requires weak actors to fail. The failure ofthis “competitive market economy” proves for everyone to see, that we are living a lie.  The very core of our mythology is that when times get tough we hunker down, or pick up stakesand find a new place, grabbing our bootstraps and jumping into the next opportunity to prosper.  Ha Ha - Not the CEOs. They demand bailouts to maintain stock portfolios. They demandgovernment’s stockpiles of ventilators released to RESELL to hospitals at a profit. That's howit's supposed to work say the kleptomaniacs! “How can we trickle down anything to you littlepeople, if the feds don’t pour the gravy on the top for us important people?”  We know all those lies.  The current crisis really exposes the inability of the “liberal party”, and its supporters, tounderstand their culpability, or their inability, to find an off-ramp from our trajectory into theabyss down the road.  Shame! The solutions are all around us. We learned from the very beginning that competition isgood, cheating is bad, winning is no more important than playing a good game, communities dothings together for the common good. If people are hungry you divide the loaves and multiplythe fish.  That’s all naive to the CEOs - they advocate monopoly, cheat daily, peddle winning iseverything and the heck with communities.  We’re told be “Pragmatic,” accept what is, and work to change it by electing people who want tobuy more bombers!  Baloney! We need Medicare for All! Costs half as much as insurance, works better, encourageshealth over letting problems fester, and covers everyone.  We need renewable energy! America has 250,000 solar installer jobs paying family wages of$40,000 to $70,000 per year and many are union jobs with benefits! They’re healthier jobs,improving air quality, offering sustainable solutions to our energy requirements - versus 50,000coal miners nationwide, having black lung, who’ve lost their unions, have a hard time gettingpaid, and their product is wrecking the Eco-system.  If there ever has been a moment in our lifetimes, when we must aspire for great change – it isnow.  We cannot fix a broken system with broken tools, bad bosses, inferior materials, co-optedworkers and corrupt corporate leaders and federal politicians.  To survive, we all need to think bigger and more radically or our grandkids are going to be inthat abyss down the road!Tags: Untagged
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